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MINDFULNESS FOR PAIN & CORE WOUNDS 
THERE IS NO QUICK FIX FOR THIS. IT REQUIRES DEDICATION TO DAILY PRACTICE 
AND FEELING YOUR EMOTIONS. THIS IS SIMPLY THE REALITY OF HEALING WORK. 
 
“Even though this takes a considerable amount of time, the one thing I can promise is a light at the end 
of the tunnel. Not just a makeshift work-around for symptom management, but actually feeling good at 
your core.” ~ Jackson MacKenzie, Whole Again 

Mindfulness is building up a non-judgmental observer and balanced COMPASSIONATE, WISE LEADER (parent-self) 

that unconditionally loves you and sooths your emotions and fears. This requires a certain level of self-awareness 

to begin with. It is imperative that you first build emotional self-attunement skills, an understanding of your 

protective strategies and parts of yourself that may be getting in the way of the emotions and feelings (core 

wounds) that are described in this practice. There are layers to psychological healing and resolving core wounds is 

a deep layer that requires work and dedication, albeit it is transformational. With time dedication and patience, 

core wounds are processed with acceptance and nurturance, and working through feelings overall becomes a 

more natural, “cleaner,” harmonious process. This becomes your new programming and it is a lovely way to be.  

 
What Doesn’t Work 
Emotional and psychological wounds are not resolved by recalling a few memories and “ah-ha” moments like you 

may have seen in movies.  

 

What Works: Leaning In and Embracing Your Pain 
Leaning into and embracing your pain as you would embrace a crying child. Real healing and transformation from 

old habits and symptoms requires feelings your feelings. Your feelings (especially core wounds) may likely been 

dormant for so long that you likely need to change the way your brain is wired in order to experience them.  

 

What Doesn’t Work 
You cannot think or analyze your way into emotions because emotions, by definition, are NOT RATIONAL, as they 

do not even occur within the cerebral cortex, where rationale exists, and thoughts are formed. In fact, thinking can 

pop you out of your feelings and they remain repressed. However once feelings reveal themselves, you accept 

them and may work with them with curiosity and the intent to learn what is underneath the painful emotion.  
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What Works: Practice 
It takes practice… days, weeks, months of practice (and continued practice) until you are able to shift old 

subconscious programming to become your new default. With each moment of practice however is a step in the 

right direction. Think of it as learning a new language. It takes exposure, information, trials, literacy, failures, 

stumbles, practice, and more practice. Eventually it becomes second nature.  

 

What Doesn’t Work 
You cannot keep searching outwardly for solutions to resolve or escape painful emotions in other people, things 

or behaviors. Emotions need to be felt, validated, understood and processed. Of course connecting with others 

and doing enjoyable activities is part of living an enjoyable life, however expecting others to make your core 

painful feelings to go away… or expecting an activity, process, substance, etc. to resolve core wounds will lead to 

disappointment. 

 

What Works: Begin to Find Comfort in the Discomfort & Have Patience while the Discomfort Dissolves 
Find comfort in the discomfort. Do not try to fix the pain or save it. Slow, sit with it, offer compassion and love. 

“Like an ice cube, it will continue to melt and expose new parts of itself.” Jackson MacKenzie. Living and being 

mindful in the present moment involves observing your thoughts, feeling your emotions and having awareness of 

the sense of belonging that comes with feeling the grounded in the now with clarity and comfort of inner-

connected and self-fulfillment. 

 

What Doesn’t Work 
Avoiding, denying, fixing, rushing, reacting, or any behavior, addictions, blaming, distraction, high or rush of 

excitement, safety net, obsession, or clinging to anyone or anything. 

 

What Works: Experiencing not Escaping  
Patience, compassion, acceptance, nurturance, kindness and continuous practice.  Welcome the painful feelings. 

Allow them to be so they may melt away. This is essential to build unconditional self-love, the good comes with 

the bad. Experience unfelt emotions and mature past the core wounds that have trapped you and robbed you of 

self-fulfillment, self-empowerment, self-awareness, self-love, and self-leadership. 

 

“When we stay with [emotional pain] and shame, we are learning how to tolerate pain. 
The more we can do this, the more our bodies will reveal their truth to us. Instead of 
instinctually avoiding pain, we can meet it with kindness and curiosity. We can ask it 
questions and learn about it, without being consumed by it.”  

~ Jackson MacKenzie, Whole Again 
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What Doesn’t Work 
Forcing, rushing, getting angry AT yourself instead of validating your anger AT your experiences, mishaps, past.  

 

What Works: Slowing Down 
Slowing down. It is only natural for your energy levels to drop; sleep and digestion impacted. Although this may 

feel frustrating, it is where you need to be to process old stuck emotions. This takes time and an emotional energy 

you may not be familiar with. Mindfulness work is an emotional health exercise that is building atrophied 

emotional muscles. If you are feeling slow and emotionally sore, this is a good sign. 

 

What Doesn’t Work 
Expecting to feel happy and spectacular after doing this healing work a few times. 

 

What Works: Allowing the Natural Healing Process to Occur & Experiencing the Warmth of Calm and Joy  
Expecting healing to feel more like moments of warm-fuzzies, clarity, connection, and comfort within, feelings of 

“knowing” yourself, and feeling your rightful value as a human being. Flutters of calm and joyful bodily sensations 

within your core. Ah-ha moments. Feelings of warmth and cold, isolation, frozenness melting. Old memories begin 

to reveal themselves more and more, because now yourself finally trusts you to see them and process the painful 

emotions associated (that you didn’t have the skills to accept and process until now). You begin to welcome these 

memories and regrets, instead of denying, avoiding or escaping them. 

 

What Doesn’t Work 
Focusing outwardly and using old coping methods (escaping, reacting, blaming or avoiding) that brought more 

havoc than good. Shame triggers impulsivity, addiction, and obsession. Don’t let the pain of shame control you. 

  

What Works: Focusing Internally First and Externally Second 
Focusing internally and new soothing, nurturing mindful methods that are proven to work in order to connect with 

yourself, give attention and unconditional love to yourself in each moment, feel your feelings and then show up in 

the world and in relationships from this grounded place of self-actualization. 

 

What Doesn’t Work 
Attempting to resist self-doubt, shame, and that inner critic voice that doesn’t think we can actually feel better. 

 

What Works: Embrace Your Inner Critic, Fears, and Doubts while Reassuring it with Confidence 
Embracing this fear, doubt, shame and inner critic, look it in the eye and tell it with confidence and calm, that 

practice does indeed work, even in this moment it is already empowering to realize that your fear, shame, 

impending doom and inner critic may relax in this moment, and enjoy the ride and life overall. The fearful part of 

you gets to keep its important job and continue to keep an eye out for real danger, however in between actual, 

real threats, it gets to kick back and enjoy life in each moment. 
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OVERALL STEPS OF MINDFULNESS  
1. SOMATIC / BODILY AWARENESS  
This requires practice, as so many of us are detached from our emotionality and feelings, that we 

need to regain our awareness and reclaim our feelings. Start with “Emotional Literacy,” practice to 

check in with your feelings four times a day. Name the emotion you are feeling, it’s location in your 

body, and describe how the emotion actually feels in the moment, is it more of a wave of emotion, 

tightness, etc. Many of us have become “experts” at detaching from our feelings, which results in 

only becoming aware of them when they are either (1) overwhelming or (2) “de-pressed” to the 

point of feeling numb, “stuck,” foggy despair, excruciatingly empty, powerless, or longingly alone.  

 

Similar to how a toddler explodes in a temper tantrum (after feeling ignored or not getting needs 

and/or wants met), emotions will become “louder,” and even overwhelming, the longer you have 

been ignoring or suppressing them, and demand your attention in forms of anxiety, terror, panic, 

anger and other forms of knee-jerk reactivity and impulsivity (forms of addiction fall in this 

category). On the other hand, if you have been neglecting, suppressing and running away from your 

emotions, they may have “given up” on you altogether, and thus shifting into complete withdrawal, 

numbness, loneliness, emptiness, and depression. 

 

2. USING YOUR FEELINGS AS AN ANCHOR TO UNCOVER DEEP CORE BELIEFS & “I AM’S” 
When you feel a negative emotion, in the moment, lean into it and embrace it. Allow it to draw you 

in more. With curiosity examine what you are feeling, when it began and sit with it, like you would sit 

with a crying child, offering compassionate and unconditionally loving care. For example, if I felt my heart 

pounding and my hands sweating at work, I would examine this feeling in the present moment, or later 

when I am home. Using “nervous” as an anchor I would go deeper with “Empowering Emotions” practice 

to discover that I’m scared of what other people think of me.  I might go deeper and ask why I am so 

scared of what they think and discover one (or all) of the following core beliefs: I am not good enough. I 

am embarrassing. I am stupid. These are deep core beliefs that need to be felt and seen in order to heal. 

 

3. SOLITUTE AND INTROSPECTION BUILDS A STRONG SENSE OF SELF GROUNDED IN CALM 
Take time to enjoy time with yourself each day. Keep a journal to reflect on how you felt throughout the 

day. Incorporate tools and practices such as Inner Connecting journaling, art, even preparing meals… 

anything that is creative… or provides you with simple-comforts. Journaling is perhaps essential at first, 

as you need to leverage the mechanisms of introspective writing, illustrating, and engaging full use of 

your mind. The goal is to gain awareness, build neuroplasticity, and bring you into the present moment, 

which is essential for calm in order to practice mindfulness. It is also essential to build a strong sense of 

Self, grounded in compassionate, non-judgmental, unconditional loving self-leadership. The stronger this 

Self is, the more you are able to practice mindfulness in each moment, wherever you are! This is 

mindfulness at its finest. And this is where noticeable results begin to unfold and you feel more joy in life. 


